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1.       General Time (“Chronos-Time”) - It is important that the Individual or Church 
understands the three Greek words for time and their relationship. The Chronological: 
“Chronos” (General-time – Acts 3:21), the “Kairos” (Strategic-time – Acts 3:19) time and 
“Pleroo” (fullness of time – Galatians 4:4), are not three separate concepts of time but one 
composite concept of time with different phases.  
 
2. As God’s Plan and Purpose unfolds, “Chronos” (General-time) becomes “Kairos” 
(Strategic-time) and then “Pleroo” (Fullness of time). Both the “Kairos” (Strategic-time) and 
“Pleroo” (Fullness of time) are CONNECTED AND BORN OUT OF “Chronos” (General-
time). Both “Kairos” (Strategic-time) and “Pleroo” (Fullness-of-time) are the EXTENSION 
and CONTINUATION of “Chronos” (General-time). - Thus, the “Kairos” (Strategic-time) and 
“Pleroo” (Fullness of time) is Part of the “Chronos” (General-time) and not apart from it – 
God changes the Times and Seasons transforming “Chronos” (General-time) into “Kairos” 
(Strategic-time) and then to “Pleroo” (Fullness-of-time). 
 
3.      Our preference is to live in the “Kairos” (Strategic-time) because it is “fresh and 
strategic,” – “Times (Kairos) of Refreshing” that comes from God’s Presence” (Acts 3:19) -  
However, Our ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS in the “Chronos” (General-time) determines 
whether God will shift Us into the “Kairos” (Strategic-time), and then to “Pleroo (Fullness of 
time). Understanding the relationship between the “Chronos” (General-time), “Kairos” 
(Strategic-time) and “Pleroo” (Fullness of time) enable Us not to quit, in time of difficulties, 
but to trust God for His (God’s) Timing and Fulfilment - Galatians 6:9 (NIV) “Let us not become 
weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” God 
can shift very quickly, even overnight, from the “Chronos (General-time) to the “Kairos” 
(Strategic-time), and even to the “Fullness of (Pleroo) time, on Our behalf.  
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4.       During the delay, from “Chronos” (General-time) to “Kairos” (Strategic - Time) to 
“Pleroo” (Fullness-of-time), disillusionment, weariness, confusion and other related problems 
can cause Us to give up – Proverbs 13:12 “Hope deferred makes the heart sick” - the times of 
difficulty are not failures but seasons of training and preparation. Furthermore, the events that 
occurred, in most cases, are opposites from what We expected (Isaiah 55:8-9), and if We failed 
to understand, We may dismiss them as not from God. Nature teaches Us that a baby bee that 
is growing in the hexagonal capsule, if it does not force its way out, when the time is right, will 
not be able to fly and would be stung to death by other bees.  
 
5.       For Us to be successful in God, We should not treat “Chronos” (General-time) as 
Fruitless-time, no matter how frustrating it is; We should also not lose heart but to press-on 
until God shifts the time from Our “Chronos” (General-time) to “Kairos” (Strategic-time) and 
then “Pleroo” (Fullness of time) - resulting in the Season of Harvest or Reward – Galatians 6:9 
(NIV) “Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time (Kairos- season) we will 
reap a harvest if we do not give up.”  
 
6.       Life consists of series of changes from “Chronos” (General-time) to “Kairos” (Strategic-
time) and then to “Pleroo” (Fullness-of-time), and then back to “Chronos” (General-time). 
Failure to understand this has caused Us to despise the period of trial or testing during the 
“Chronos” (General-time), treating it as non-event.  
 
7.       The Chronos (General-time) and Kairos (Strategic-tine) are inseparably linked, different 
but related – the new (Kairos – Strategic-time) comes because of the Chronos (General-time), 
Our  ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS  and understanding of this linkage enable us not to grow 
weary or lose heart in doing good during the Chronos (General-time). 
 
1.1 Prophetic-Pain When an Individual or Church received God’s Spoken Word 
(Rhema), struggles, frustrations and discouragement, is the middle-ground between God’s 
Potential and Destiny (God’s Promise - the Desired Result) and the Present-Reality (the 
Actual). The Individual or the Church would encounter and experience Prophetic-Pain before 
God’s Promise could be fulfilled. – Psalm 105 (NKJV) “He (God) sent a man before them – 
Joseph – who was sold as a slave. They hurt his feet with fetters, he was laid in irons. Until the 
time that His (God’s) word came to pass, the word of the LORD tested him.”  
 
 Abraham received God’s Promise (Genesis 12:1-3 to Genesis 22:18), but experienced 

25 years of God’s Dealings - became the Recipient of the Abrahamic Covenant 
(Genesis 22:1-18). – Abraham, the Father of Jews, Arabs and Believers.  

 Joseph Received two Prophetic Dreams (Genesis 37:5-10), but experienced 13 years 
of God’s Dealings before the Prophetic Promise is fulfilled (Genesis 37:5-10; Psalm 
105:17-19; Genesis 41:38-44). – Joseph became Governor of Egypt. 

 David experienced 13 years of God’s Dealings, with King Saul making 15 attempts on 
David’s Life before the Prophetic Promise is fulfilled (1Samuel 16:13a; 2Samuel 5:3-
5; 1Chronicles 11:3). David became King over Israel. 

 
Able to understand the reasons for the Prophetic Pains and correctly responding to God’s 
Dealings enables the Individual or the Church, not to be unduly disturbed or discouraged; thus, 
shortening the Prophetic Pains and also creates an environment for God’s continued Presence 
and the release of His Rhema (Spoken-Word).  
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1.2 Mind & Heart of God – God’s Spoken Word (Rhema) results in “Times (Kairos) 
of Refreshing” (Acts 3:19), comes from God’s Thoughts (Mind – Psalm 139:17-18a). God’s 
Restorative Truth of “Times of Restoration” (Acts 3:21) comes from God’s Counsel (Heart), 
as shown in the diagram below:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


